In July of 2015, Dr. Batool Jatnee, a new member of the High Energy team at CERN, discovered strange properties in some blobs of condensed gold where 16 teraelectronvolt collisions damaged some monitoring equipment. The gold seemed to maintain an energetic state that first appeared to alter the mass of the matter as well as causing other physical anomalies such as unexplained movement. In reality, the gold was given animus when a tiny universe was created, seeded by the gold’s structure and bound to the gold’s matter, though none of the participants knew any of this.

The strange occurrence was repeated successfully. It was then caused to take place with other elements and then later with compounds. The scientists involved kept it private knowledge for the first weeks, while debating hypotheses. Some declared a whole new mode of life to exist while a few others believed in some spiritual explanation. Dr. Granger Alberson called his own whimsical creation a Tootsie Roll Elemental. This reference to the folk-alchemical notion of these elemental beings gained currency and ‘Elementals’ became the most common name for the products of this process.

Only ten weeks have passed since this was first detected and almost nothing is really known.


The game is played with two to four players, some paper and pencils and a deck of cards. Give each player one suit from the deck and they turn their ace face-up and leave it in front of them. Just so you know, in this game, numbers are valued as printed and all face cards count as 11s.

The game starts by each player choosing a card from their cards -- either a number card (A-10) or a face card (jack, queen, king), and placing it face-down. If it’s a number, the player will be playing an captive elemental. If it’s a face-card, they’ll play a human scientist. Elementals are figure out what they are, figure the world out, attain freedom, go ‘home’ etc. While scientists are trying to figure elementals out. Then the players flesh out their characters and start playing. 

Once everyone has revealed what kind of player they’ll be playing, you need a little more information about your character. If you’re playing an elemental character, you should describe a little bit about your creation. Who caused you to exist and from what material? If you’re a scientist, you should select a name (remember that this is an international team), the field in which you got your PhD, and what your role with the process of creation of elementals has been. You will be the only player acting as and advocating for this character.

Play works like this: One player describes a scene in which their character is a central figure. Then everyone discusses what’s going on, acts for various extra characters who might be involved, seeks clarification and consensus, and judges everything. When a conflict of some sort arises, any or all players engage with the system to help resolve it.

Opening a scene - Players take turns with this process, around the table or living room or whatever. One player will describe the first scene about their character’s quest for knowledge. After that scene is played through, the next player will do the same thing about their character. The character of the one doing the talking is the star of the scene. The star-player must describe the setting where the scene starts out and what their character is trying to do. Humans’ scenes always involve experimenting on and analysing one of these animate elementals. Elementals’ scenes always involve trying to figure out who they are and/or attain safety. 

Playing a scene - Once the scene has been opened, the other players should start butting in with questions about what’s been described, responses to what another player said, and descriptions of what other characters in the scene are doing. This may sound chaotic, but practice shows that order arises out of the situation pretty quickly. It should be a natural conversation with two goals. You want to make sure that all the players are imagining a situation that is more or less the same. And, you want to move the narrative forward. Not to some specific place, but toward a change in the situation. A discovery, a catastrophe, a resolution, an impasse, or something. You may find that in general, once another player has started acting the role of an extra, that player tends to keep control, but it doesn’t have to be that way. When the scene reaches a natural ending spot, you’ll usually know it -- nothing more of interest is happening, the situation has changed materially, or the nature of the scene is no longer aligned with the way it was opened. When that happens, wrap the scene up with a last bit of narration and agree that it’s done.

Resolving a conflict - That’s all pretty easy, but what about when the real players disagree about what the narrative results of an action should be or generally agree that it is uncertain? There’s a system in place to help you resolve it. A conflict of this kind requires at least two parties, but it could involve all the players. Generally the star-player will be involved but they don’t have to be. Maybe three players think the world would react to a character’s action in three different ways. Maybe one of the extras is trying to prevent the star character from accomplishing a goal. Everyone who has a vested, expressed opinion about the outcome, plays a single card from their deck, face down. The player who started this scene, mixes them up and picks two of them at random (when there are more than two, of course) to reveal.

Consider the difference between the two numbers. That difference is somewhere in the range 0-9. Any time no instructions are given for what to do with cards, the players take back any cards of their suit:
	In the case of a tie, both of the cards involved in the tie are removed from the game, and the players work to craft an outcome that excludes the goals or outcomes championed by the two players associated with the suits of the cards involved in the tie.
	The player associated with the suit of the high card says one fairly tightly-constrained thing about the outcome. Then the player associated with the suit of the low card does the same. Then the other players who played cards do. None of these statements may contradict or nullify any previous statements. Once all the statements are made, the group weaves them together to form an understanding of the outcome.
	The players all work together to describe how some entirely unexpected agent interfered with the current situation, disrupting everyone’s expectations.
	The players of the two revealed suits compromise and the situation progresses between their desired paths.
	The players describe the outcome of this conflict by taking turns uttering two words each, forming sentences until it becomes obvious what’s going on. First the player associated with the suit of the high card, then the player associated with the suit of the low card, then the players associated with any cards played, but not revealed, then the players who didn’t play cards, then repeating that order.
	The players work to craft a situation in which a substantial mistake is made and changes the situation.
	The players work together to describe how someone changing their mind about something alters the situation.
	The players associated with the suits of the two cards take the other card (not the one with their suit) back into their hands. The player associated with the higher card’s suit narrates the outcome they favor and also includes a minor concession to the player associated with the suit of the lower card.
	The player associated with the suit on the higher-valued card takes (into her hand, for future use) all of the cards that were involved in the conflict and narrates to the table the outcome of the conflict as she prefers it.
	A discovery about the world rises from the situation. The star-player analyzes what’s going on and make a pronouncement about reality. See below:

Discovering something about the world - When a discovery about the world is made, one of the players makes a statement describing some aspect of the world. This can be about the nature of the science involved, about what elementals are, about the political situation at CERN or anything else that interests the player and also fits the situation when the discovery is made. It would be weird to discover that elementals are actually alive while arguing with another scientist about the supply catalog, so don’t do that unless some factor of the narrative causes it to make sense. Once the assertion is made, each player votes by laying one of their cards face down. Everyone reveals their cards simultaneously. Whoever is associated with the suit of the highest played card says whether the statement issued is true or false. If the statement is declared true, everyone takes the card they played back into their hand. If the statement is declared false, the star player takes back her card as well as the high-card that empowered another player to say false and then each player associated with the suits of the remaining played cards take those cards. Bear in mind that when an assertion is declared false, the players have still learned something about the world. That affects all the narration going forward.

Some notes on cards - Carefully follow the card-based rules as written. When you’re playing with the hearts, if another player plays a hearts-suited card that they previously acquired from you, and the rules say that the player associated with the suit on the card takes it back, that means that you take it back, not the player who put it into the conflict. You can insert someone else into a conflict by playing a card of their suit and there are a whole slew of weird ramifications. Also, remember that face cards are all the same value. You’re more likely to win a conflict with one, but you’re also much more likely to tie and lose your card. There is as much tactical tooth to this system as you and your friends choose to engage. Maybe you don’t care and you want to just tell some stories. That works. Or maybe you want to try to dominate your friend with clever card plays. That works too.

